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THE 8 KINDS OF LINEN IN 
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Eight different words are used to 
denote linen in the Old Testament
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HEBREW BASED IMAGINING
- Hebrew is a sacral language developed from Aramaic
- The logical relations and the associations evolve from 
word’s root semantics are a tool for commenting the 
meaning
- The context of the uses of a word is a tool for commenting 
its meanings
- The richness of the Hebrew root semantics (the ambiguity) 
makes it close to the visual imagining
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- The imagining based on Hebrew root semantics is much 
more logical than visual
BASIC FEATURES OF THE HEBREW BASED IMAGINING
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Hebrew based imagining is a language kind of 
imagining
Hebrew based imagining is much more logical 
one
The sacral motivation of the richness of the root 
semantics stresses on the logic kind of 
imagining but it has something to do with 
mathematics and visual kind of imagining
HEBREW BASED IMAGINING & UNDERSTANDING
1.The root semantics
The richness of the Hebrew root semantics (the ambiguity) serves the 
Judaic doctrine that the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, “which shine 
in the appropriate Color”, are the first thing created by God. That is 
why word formative facts in Hebrew and their spelling bear the 
feature of divine relations, traces and instructions for their 
interpretation by man.
2. The context of uses
3. Culture factors – “the robe of the light”
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Every Hebrew root marks a cosmological 
and creative territory given by God – God 
created the universe and the world of man 
from the letters, “which shone in the proper 
colors”.
HEBREW BASED IMAGINING & UNDERSTANDING
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Every one of the 8 roots presents a single 
notion for the linen.
The Semitic-Hamitic paradigm of the roots 
cannot be preserved in an Indo-European 
language.
Exploring the Hebrew root semantics means 
to reveal the real, the lost in translation, 
Hebrew message. Therefore it means to 
understand better the text of the Old 
Testament.
HEBREW BASED IMAGINING & UNDERSTANDING
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Extended semantics of the root
HEBREW BASED IMAGINING & UNDERSTANDING
The extended semantics of a root includes all 
derivates.
Words derived from one root have one or few 
common semantic feature/s
which give the logic of the derivation.
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CULTURE FACTORS – Linen as “the robe of the light”
In the ancient rituals the linen 
clothes are known as “the robe of 
light”.
The strategy to equip with (in monotheism, in 
polytheism, and in folklore rituals of transition)
the “robe of light” is motivated of an 
accepting the white cloth as an necessary
and sufficient “armor” at least because of 
three reasons:
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1. Wearing white/linen clothes is the right way to present 
the initiated person to the gods/God. Piece of white 
cloth is the most suitable votive gift to the gods.
2. By the “robe of light” one pretends to have purity –
physical and spiritual – the purity of one free from 
contamination with the body – that is moral purity.
3. The white cloth has protecting powers against the 
killing strength of God’s energy but also against bad 
powers or the power of death (wedding, funeral), and 
one takes sides against Death and darkness.
CULTURE FACTORS – Linen as “the robe of the light”
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ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
The naming of the robe of the light with the word [šeš] gets the linen 
cloth of the Levites in the paradigm ‘six-white marble-linen’, because 
these are the meanings of the word [šeš] in Biblical Hebrew.
The word  [šeš] means six in Modern and in Biblical Hebrew. The Biblical 
meanings are ‘six’, ‘fine linen’ and ‘marble’. ‘Fine linen’ and ‘marble’ are 
used my Mosses.
Mosses includes the Egyptian loaned word [šeš] for fine linen into the 
Hebrew meaning of the same word for six. In such way he gives a name 
by proposition making the string ‘six-white marble-linen’.
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Mosses choose [šeš] to build the sacral four color sign in the Tabernacle 
– blue, purple, scarlet / crimson and fine linen. Four comes from the 
sacral textures blue, purple, scarlet / crimson and fine linen.
By the paradigm ‘six - white marble - linen’ Mosses situate [šeš] in a 
mystical sign string:
‘The white of the robe of light and the marble’ is six (as arithmetic) —
‘four color sign (square as geometry)’ — ‘six as stereometry’ (the 
cube of the Kaabah - the cube of Kaabah is built by Abraham, the 
cube has six walls, every wall is a square, made of stone)
The linen type-[šeš] puts stress on a string of synonyms revealing 
features and relations between the matters in the created world 
‘arithmetic- geometry- stereometry - white color’.
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Mosses used [šeš] for linen not because in Hebrew at that time there 
was no word for linen but to build a prophetic terminology including 
the numerical relation 6 – 4.
ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
Thus the word [šeš] is not just borrowed from Egypt.
It is inscribed in the system of Hebrew Language and it 
becomes an element of the sophisticated monotheistic,  
sacral instruments used by the prophets to communicate 
with God. 
They use this instrument to distribute, to govern and to 
communicate in the human space with the relation 6 — 4, 
with the paradigm ‘square-cube’. 
The robe of the light named by the term [šeš] could not, and 
should not be separated from the person of Mosses.
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ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
The linen type-[šeš] names, covers and may 
govern through the white power of „ the robe 
of light” the cubic shape, the square and the 
arithmetic proportion 6-4 that are related to 
the hardness of marble.
CONCLUSIONS
In the times of Mosses and the Taberanacle the place of fine 
linen is occupied by the word [šeš]. In 2 Chronicles 3:13-14
[butz] is at the place of [šeš] and become a sign for sacral 
place but also for wealth and creative abilities. Thus at the 
Temple of Solomon the “Seal of Mosses” is replaced. What is 
for sure is that the relation 4 — 6 carried by the lexeme [šeš]
is not here because the word for fine lien is [butz] now.
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The word [butz] is used for the first time in 1 
Chronicles 4:21, which means that it is not part of 
the Pentateuch linguistic evidence and Mosses’s
plan.
Usually the term [butz] refers to expensive, fine, 
white linen, manufactured in Egypt. But Gesenius
states that the root of the word is Semitic and 
penetrates Hebrew through Aramaic, 
and the lexeme [butz] in the earlier layers of Biblical 
Hebrew refers to Syrian fine linen (Ezekiel 27:16),
while the linen from Egypt is called [šeš].
This clears up the possibility to perscribe to the linen type-
[butz] the following semantic features:
‘round object’, ‘round white object’, 
‘round white volumetric object’, ‘preserved life’, ‘preserved
life, which needs warmness and cares to become real life’, 
‘food’.
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ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
Gessenius specifies that the Semitic root Beth-Vav-Tzadi
is unused in Hebrew;  in Arabic it means “to become 
white”, “to be white”.
Thus in Hebrew we have the words linen [butz] and egg
[beitzà], derived from this root.
For the understanding of the text the spelling and the 
oral features are crucial. 
Thus from the widened semantics of the linen type- type-
[šeš] becomes clear that Mosses names, covers, and 
may be, governs by the white robe of light the cubeness, 
the squareness and the algebra and aritmetic relations 
between the numbers 6 and 4. 
Solomon made a different choice – with the help of the 
linen type-[butz] to name, to cover, and may be to 
govern by the white robe of light the oval shapes 
(mysticaly and realisticaly), the roundness – both 
connected to the different forms of life, with different 
kinds of food, as well as with the careness and the 
ability to give life.
CONCLUSIONS
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Essential in this white naming of the forms of the 
Universe and the Earth (cubeness and roundness) is 
that for the Tabernacle Mosses use only the white, 
marble, six-multiple cubeness of the linen type-[šeš]. 
The white roundness of the linen type-[butz] Mosses 
leaves to other times, occasions, and finally – to 
other persons.
Thus by linguistic analysis I can enter the inner 
sides of the text of the Old Testament, avoiding any 
mystical meditations.
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CONCLUSIONS
May be the material forms of cubeness and roundness are 
understood as elements of the darkness and blackness.
By specific naming and spelling Mosses had given 
meaning to the world and to the universe from the side of 
the “whitness”. Thus Mosses works on a declaration and 
obligation, fixed by the laws, for every initiated Jew to look 
at, to cover, and to deal with the world from the side of the 
robe of the light but not from the side of the robe of the 
darkness.
By the changes he made King Solomon pretends that the 
legacy of Mosses is already a fact and the monotheistic 
culture needs the next step – to turn the roundness to the 
side of the light.
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Hypothesis
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The linen type-[pištìm] appears for the first time in 
Leviticus 13:4. This means that Mosses could use it but he 
preferred [šeš]:
KJV Leviticus 13:47 The garment also that the plague of 
leprosy is in, whether it be a woollen garment, or a linen 
garment;
NAU Leviticus 13:47 "When a garment has a mark of leprosy in 
it, whether it is a wool garment or a linen garment,
“Estir” Ако заразата на проказата бъде в дреха, във
вълнена дреха или в ленена дреха, 
RST Leviticus 13:47 Если язва проказы будет на одежде, на
одежде шерстяной, или на одежде льняной,
ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
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KJV Jeremiah 13:1 Thus saith the LORD unto me, Go and get thee a linen girdle,
and put it upon thy loins, and put it not in water.
NAU Jeremiah 13:1 Thus the LORD said to me, "Go and buy yourself a linen 
waistband and put it around your waist, but do not put it in water."
“Estir” Така ми рече Господ: Иди та си купи ленен пояс, и опаши го на кръста си, 
но във вода не го туряй.
ROOT AND CONTEXT SEMANTICS
Jeremiah 13:11 KJV Jeremiah 13:11 For as the girdle cleaveth to the loins of a man, 
so have I caused to cleave unto me the whole house of Israel and the whole house of 
Judah, saith the LORD; that they might be unto me for a people, and for a name, and 
for a praise, and for a glory: but they would not hear.
NAU Jeremiah 13:11 'For as the waistband clings to the waist of a man, so I made 
the whole household of Israel and the whole household of Judah cling to Me,' 
declares the LORD, 'that they might be for Me a people, for renown, for praise and for 
glory; but they did not listen.'
“Estir” Защото като пояс, който прилепва за кръста на човека, Аз прилепих при
Себе Си целия Израилев дом И целия Юдов дом, казва Господ, За да Ми бъдат
люде и име, Хвала и слава; но не послушаха.  
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